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Abstract

We present a set of deterministic algo-001
rithms for Russian inflection and automated002
text synthesis. These algorithms are imple-003
mented in a publicly available web-service004
www.passare.ru. This service provides func-005
tions for inflection of single words, word006
matching and synthesis of grammatically cor-007
rect Russian text. The inflectional functions008
have been tested against the annotated corpus009
of Russian language OpenCorpora (Open-010
Corpora) and used for estimating the morpho-011
logical variability and complexity of different012
parts of speech in Russian.013

1 Introduction014

Automatic inflection of words in a natural lan-015

guage is necessary for a variety of theoretical and016

applied purposes like parsing, topic-to-question017

generation (Chali and Hasan, 2015), speech recog-018

nition and synthesis, machine translation (Stre-019

iter and Iomdin, 2000), tagset design (Kuzmenko,020

2016), information retrieval (Iomdin, 1960), con-021

tent analysis (Belonogov et al., 2010; Belono-022

gov and Kotov, 1971), and natural language gen-023

eration (Cerutti et al., 2017; Costa et al., 2017;024

Rajeswar et al., 2017; Tran and Nguyen, 2017).025

Various approaches towards automated inflection026

have been used to deal with particular aspects of027

inflection (William D, 2001; Ando and Zhang,028

1967) in predefined languages (William D, 1960;029

Fuks, 2010; Raja et al., 2014; Korobov, 2015;030

Porter, 1980) or in an unspecified inflected lan-031

guage (Faruqui et al., 2015; Silberztein, 2016).032

Despite substantial recent progress in the033

field (Korobov, 2015; Silberztein, 2016; Sorokin,034

2016; Xiao et al., 2013), automatic inflection still035

represents a problem of formidable computational036

complexity for many natural languages in the037

world. Most state-of-the-art approaches make use038

of extensive manually annotated corpora that cur-039

rently exist for all major languages (Segalovich,040

2003). Real-time handling of a dictionary that 041

contains millions of inflected word forms and tens 042

of millions of relations between them is not an 043

easy task (Goldsmith, 2001). Besides, no dictio- 044

nary can ever be complete. For these reasons, al- 045

gorithmic coverage of the grammar of a natural 046

language is important provided that inflection in 047

this language is complex enough. 048

Russian is a highly inflected language whose 049

grammar is known for its complexity (Sorokin, 050

2016; Ando and Zhang, 1967). In Russian, in- 051

flection of a word may require changing its pre- 052

fix, root and ending simultaneously while the rules 053

of inflection are highly complex (Halle and Ma- 054

tushansky, 2006; Ando and Zhang, 1967). The 055

form of a word can depend on as many as seven 056

grammatical categories such as number, gender, 057

person, tense, case, voice, animacy etc (cf Fig. 1). 058

By an estimate based on (OpenCorpora), the av- 059

erage number of different grammatical forms of 060

a Russian adjective is 11.716. A Russian verb 061

has, on average, 44.069 different inflected forms, 062

counting participles of all kinds and the gerunds 063

(cf. Fig. 1). 064

In the present paper we describe a fully algorith- 065

mic dictionary-free approach towards automatic 066

inflection of Russian. The algorithms described in 067

the present paper are implemented in C# program- 068

ming language. The described functionality is 069

freely available online at www.passare.ru through 070

both manual entry of a word to be inflected and by 071

API access of main functions for dealing with big 072

amounts of data. 073

2 Inflection in Russian Language: 074

Algorithms and Implementation 075

The web-service passare.ru offers a variety of 076

functions for inflection of single Russian words, 077

word matching, and synthesis of grammatically 078

correct text. In particular, the inflection of a Rus- 079

sian noun by number and case, the inflection of 080
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Figure 1: All of the forms of the Russian verb "ðåøàòü" – "reshat
′
" – "to solve"

and their dependence on tense, number, gender, person, voice, aspect, and case

a Russian adjective by number, gender, and case,081

the inflection of a Russian adverb by the degrees082

of comparison are implemented. Russian verb is083

the part of speech whose inflection is by far the084

most complicated in the language. The presented085

algorithm provides inflection of a Russian verb by086

tense, person, number, and gender. It also allows087

one to form the gerunds and the imperative forms088

of a verb. Besides, functions for forming and in-089

flecting active present and past participles as well090

as passive past participles are implemented. Pas-091

sive present participle is the only verb form not092

currently supported by the website due to the ex-093

treme level of its irregularity and absence for nu-094

merous verbs in the language.095

The algorithmic coverage of the Russian lan-096

guage provided by the web-service passare.ru 097

aims to balance grammatical accuracy and easi- 098

ness of use. For that reason, a few simplifying 099

assumptions have been made: the Russian let- 100

ters "�å" and "å" are identified; no information on 101

the stress in a word is required to produce its in- 102

flected forms; for inflectional functions, the ex- 103

istence of an input word in the language is de- 104

termined by the user. Furthermore, the animacy 105

of a noun is not treated as a variable category 106

in the noun-inflecting function despite the exis- 107

tence of 1037 nouns (about 1.4% of the nouns 108

in the OpenCorpora database (OpenCorpora)) 109

with unspecified animacy. This list of nouns has 110

been manually reviewed by the authors on a case- 111

by-case basis and the decision has been made in 112
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Figure 2: Generation of the perfective gerund form of a verb

favor of the form that is more frequent in the lan-113

guage than the others. The other form can be ob-114

tained by calling the same function with a different115

case parameter (Nominative or Genitive116

instead of Accusative).117

Similarly, the perfectiveness is not implemented118

as a parameter in a verb-inflecting function al-119

though by (OpenCorpora) there exist 1038 verbs120

(about 3.2% of the verbs in the database) in the 121

language whose perfectiveness is not specified. 122

For such verbs, the function produces forms that 123

correspond to both perfective and imperfective in- 124

flections. 125

The inflectional form of a Russian word de- 126

fined by a choice of grammatical categories (such 127

as number, gender, person, tense, case, voice, ani- 128
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Table 1: Inflection speed and agreement rates of passare.ru and OpenCorpora

Part of speech Total number of
words

Total pro-
cessing time,
min:sec

Number of
forms com-
puted (per
word)

Processing
time per
word, msec

Agreement
rate with
OpenCorpora

Noun 74633 02:36 12 2 98.557 %
Verb 32358 05:49 24 10 98.678 %
Adjective 42920 00:06 28 0.14 98.489 %
Adverb 1507 <00:01 2 0.021 n/a

Ordinal 10000
(range 0-9999) 00:30 18 3 n/a

Cardinal 10000
(range 0-9999) 00:23 24 2 n/a

Present partici-
ple active 16946 04:55 28 17 98.961 %

Past participle
active 32358 10:19 28 19 99.152 %

Past participle
passive 32358 10:32 28 19 94.803 %

Gerunds 32358 00:23 2 0.72 99.157 %
Verb imperative 32358 00:42 2 1 95.327 %

macy etc.) is in general not uniquely defined. This129

applies in particular to many feminine nouns, fem-130

inine forms of adjectives and to numerous verbs.131

For such words, the algorithms implemented in the132

web-service passare.ru only aim at finding one of133

the inflectional forms, typically, the one which is134

the most common in the language.135

Due to the rich morphology of the Russian lan-136

guage and to the high complexity of its grammar,137

a detailed description of the algorithms of Rus-138

sian inflection cannot be provided in a short re-139

search paper. The algorithm for the generation140

of the perfective gerund form of a verb is pre-141

sented in Fig. 2. Most of the notation in Fig. 2142

is the same as that of the C# programming lan-143

guage. Furthermore, NF denotes the input nor-144

mal form (the infinitive) of a verb to be processed.145

GetPerfectiveness() is a boolean function146

which detects whether a verb is perfective or not.147

Verb() is the function which inflects a given148

verb with respect to person, number, gender and149

tense. BF denotes the basic form of a Russian verb150

which is most suitable for constructing the perfec-151

tive gerund of that verb. We found it convenient to152

use one of the three different basic forms depend-153

ing on the type of the input verb to be inflected.154

The list vowels comprises all vowels in the Rus-155

sian alphabet.156

The algorithms have been implemented in C#157

programming language. The implementation158

comprises about 35,000 lines of code and has been159

compiled into a 571 kB executable file.160

3 Software Speed Tests and Verification 161

of Results 162

The software being presented has been tested 163

against one of the largest publicly available cor- 164

pora of Russian, OpenCorpora (OpenCorpora). 165

We have been using Intel Core i5-2320 processor 166

clocked at 3.00GHz with 16GB RAM under Win- 167

dows 10. The results are summarized in Table 1. 168

All of the words whose inflected forms did 169

not show full agreement with the OpenCorpora 170

database have been manually reviewed by the au- 171

thors on a case-by-case basis. In the case of nouns, 172

26.76% of all error-producing input words belong 173

to the class of Russian nouns whose animacy can- 174

not be determined outside the context (e.g. "�åæ" 175

– "yozh", "æó÷îê" – "zhuchok" and the like). 176

For verbs, 11.26% of the discrepancies result from 177

the verbs whose perfectiveness cannot be deter- 178

mined outside the context without additional infor- 179

mation on the stress in the word (e.g. "íàñûïàòü" 180

– "nasypat
′
", "ïàõíóòü" – "pakhnut

′
" etc.). 181

Besides, a substantial number of errors in 182

OpenCorpora have been discovered. The clas- 183

sification of flaws in OpenCorpora is beyond 184

the scope of the present work and we only men- 185

tion that the inflection of the verb "çàñòåëèòü" – 186

"zastelit
′
" as well as the gerund forms of the verbs 187

"âûìåñòèòü" and "íàïå÷ü" – "napech
′
" appear to 188

be incorrect in this database at the time of writing. 189

Using the basic functions described above, one 190

can implement automated synthesis of grammati- 191

cally correct Russian text on the basis of any logi- 192

cal, numerical, financial, factual or any other pre- 193
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Figure 3: Morphological variability of verbs in the Russian language, verbs listed alphabetically

Input: (äî áëèæàéøèé ñðåäà (_SINGULAR _PAST _3P _NGEN îñòàòüñÿ)
(_ICASE _CARDINAL 2 äåíü) (ïðåîáðàçîâàòü â ïðåäëîæåíèå))

Output: Äî áëèæàéøåé ñðåäû îñòàëîñü äâà äíÿ.

cise data. The website passare.ru provides exam-194

ples of such metafunctions that generate grammat-195

ically correct weather forecast and currency ex-196

change rates report on the basis of real-time data197

available online. Besides, it offers a function that198

converts a correct arithmetic formula into Rus-199

sian text.200

Matching adjectives to nouns by gender and201

number, matching verbs to personal pronouns by202

person, gender and number as well as numerous203

similar functions are implemented in the synthe-204

sis section of the website. These functions can be205

used to put the components of a sentence into the206

grammatically correct forms:207

4 Quantitative Corpus Analysis of208

Russian Morphological Complexity209

We now use the algorithms implemented in the210

web-service www.passare.ru to analyze the com-211

plexity of inflection of different parts of speech in212

the Russian language. There are only three parts of213

speech that are of interest in this respect, namely,214

adjectives, nouns, and verbs (together with partici-215

ples of all kinds). All other parts of speech in the216

Russian language either comprise a very limited217

number number of words and their forms (like per-218

sonal and possessive pronouns, conjunctions, in-219

terjections etc) or exhibit highly regular inflection220

(like adverbs). None of these parts of speech if in- 221

teresting from the algorithmic inflection viewpoint 222

since their irregular inflectional forms are very few 223

and can be easily listed. On the contrary, inflection 224

of adjectives, nouns and verbs in the Russian lan- 225

guage is highly complex and often irregular (see 226

Fig. 1 for verbs). 227

To measure the morphological variability of a 228

word w we introduce the function 229

L(w) :=
∑
i,j

distL(wi, wj), (1) 230

where {wi} is the list of all forms of the word w 231

(with a fixed order of values of grammatical pa- 232

rameters encoding these forms) and distL is the 233

Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein, 1966) between 234

the forms wi and wj . 235

Verbs. Verbs exhibit the highest morphologi- 236

cal variability among all parts of speech in the 237

Russian language (cf Fig. 1). The algorithms 238

for the inflection of verbs and producing various 239

verb forms (participles and gerunds) are among 240

the most complex in Russian grammar. Fig. 3 241

reflects the morphological variability of verbs in 242

the Russian langauge. The horizontal axes cor- 243

responds to the 32358 Russian verbs listed in 244

the OpenCorpora database. The height L(v) 245

of a vertical segment corresponding to a verb v 246
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Figure 4: Morphological variability of verbs in the Russian language, verbs sorted by the values of L(v)

has been computed by means of the formula (1).247

In this formula, {wi} is the list of all forms of248

a verb (with a fixed order of values of grammatical249

parameters encoding these forms) and distL is the250

Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein, 1966) between251

the verb forms wi and wj . The forms of a verb252

have been computed by means of the inflectional253

algorithms implemented at www.passare.ru.254

The performed analysis allows one to detect the255

Russian verbs (in the OpenCorpora database)256

with the extreme values of their inflectional vari-257

ability. To emphasize the complexity of Russian258

verbal inflection we graph the function L(v) over259

the set of verbs sorted by the values of L, see260

Fig. 4.261

Each of the horizontal parts of the curve in262

Fig. 4 corresponds to a class of verbs whose in-263

flection is described by a single rule with no ex-264

ceptions. Together, they only represent 30.9% of265

the verbs in the OpenCorpora database. The re-266

maining 69.1% of the verbs require detailed case267

analysis which has been performed in the algo-268

rithms described above.269

Adjectives. Adjectives are the part of speech270

with the most regular inflection in the Russian lan-271

guage. (Here we do not take into account parts272

of speech with very few words like personal pro-273

nouns, interjections and the like.) Nevertheless,274

algorithmic inflection of Russian adjectives rep-275

resents a task of substantial computational com-276

plexity. The performed analysis of morphological277

variability of Russian adjectives is summarized in 278

Fig. 5. Apart from the regular inflection patterns 279

represented by the lines (1),(2), and (3) in Fig. 5, 280

there exist numerous irregular adjectives that are 281

almost uniformly distributed in the dictionary. 282

Nouns. In Russian, nouns exhibit intermedi- 283

ate inflectional complexity compared to adjectives 284

and verbs. Despite the vast majority of regular 285

cases, there exist numerous exceptions which in- 286

clude e.g. indeclinable nouns of foreign origin. 287

A similar study has been carried out for other 288

parts of speech in the Russian language which has 289

led to a number of improvements in the inflec- 290

tional algorithms. 291

5 Discussion 292

There exist several other approaches towards au- 293

tomated Russian inflection and synthesis of gram- 294

matically correct Russian text, e.g. (Kanovich and 295

Shalyapina, 1994; Korobov, 2015). Besides, nu- 296

merous programs attempt automated inflection of 297

a particular part of speech or synthesis of a docu- 298

ment with a rigid predefined structure (Chernikov 299

and Karminsky, 2014). Judging by publicly avail- 300

able information, most of such programs make ex- 301

tensive use of manually annotated corpora which 302

might cause failure when the word to be in- 303

flected is different enough from the elements in the 304

database. 305

The solution presented in this paper has been 306

designed to be as independent of any dictionary 307
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Figure 5: Morphological variability of adjectives in the Russian language, adjectives listed alphabetically

data as possible. However, due to numerous irreg-308

ularities in the Russian language, several lists of309

exceptional linguistic objects (like the list of in-310

declinable nouns or the list of verbs with strongly311

irregular gerund forms, see Fig. 2) have been com-312

posed and used throughout the code. Whenever313

possible, rational descriptions of exceptional cases314

have been adopted to keep the numbers of ele-315

ments in such lists to the minimum.316
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